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A higher-ranking public institution serving more than 11,000 students annually, the College of Charleston is a university of liberal arts and sciences and is the 13th oldest higher education institution in the U.S. The College of Charleston offers bachelor's and graduate degrees, as well as certificate programs in a variety of fields such as arts, business, education, the humanities and
social sciences. Fifty-seven majors and 71 minors are offered through six students from college schools and schools. The graduate school offers 19 higher education programs and eight certificate programs in areas such as business administration, mathematics, education and environmental research. Charleston Southern University also calls Charleston home. This private
Christian institution offers bachelor's and graduate degrees in business, nursing, education, music and Christian studies, just to name a few of the 45 bachelor's and six higher education programs, Charleston Southern University is the only private, nonprofit liberal arts institution. The Medical University of South Carolina (MUSC) is charleston's only medical school. MUSC primarily
offers higher degree programs in medicine, dental medicine and pharmacy, but there are several undergraduate options, such as a bachelor's program in nursing. Charleston Unified Community College, Trident Technical College, offers 150 undergraduate programs, as well as a host of special programs such as the Naval College program, tuition assistance program and high
school program. Offered through 12 academic divisions, the program proposals include certificates and associate degrees in business, nursing, human services and engineering technology. Below is a list of public and private institutions and technical schools in Charleston: High School/Programs at Charleston South University Four-Year,Private, Christian Bachelor and Master's
degree in Citadel Military College of South Carolina Four-Year-Old, State Bachelor and Master of Medical University of South Carolina four-year-old, Public bachelor's, master's and doctoral degrees in public health professions and biomedical sciences at Charleston College four years, public bachelor's and master's degree in technical college Trident two years, public certificates
and associate degrees With its open-air admissions policy, Trident Technical College provides affordable education for about 17,000 traditional and non-traditional students, on several campuses and online. Programs can be completely online, or they may require on campus or proctored testing. Most options for online degrees focus on administrative office technology, accounting,
business, information systems, criminal justice or homeland security. The TTC has eight online degree programs, including seven associate application science options and one associate degree in the arts. The AA's online journey corresponds to the general students aimed at transferring to four-year-olds emphasis on humanities, social sciences and communications. Some
specialties for online degrees allow for a choice of concentrations - for example, AAS under management can delve into areas such as human resources or transport and logistics. For more focused research, 17 online programs were awarded certificates from applied sciences. These for credit web programs range from accounting to supply chain management to network systems
management. Numerous options in the field of business include customer service, e-commerce and marketing. The college also serves the community's needs to continue education through more than 600 non-credit online programs and courses. Three online CE programs include career-oriented studies such as a certificate on medical billing and coding, which entails internships
in addition to online research. A wide range of non-credit distance learning courses are offered through partnerships with independent online education providers. The name of The Trident Technical College Sub-Location North Charleston #online programs 25 Business Entities, Information Systems, Criminal Justice, Level of Homeland Security Continuation of Education
(noncredit), Certificate, Associate Charleston Southern University offers several online undergraduate and master's programs majoring in the specialty such as nursing, organizational management, technology and criminal justice. Most online programs are offered entirely online, but students can also choose to complete a hybrid program in which certain requirements or classes
are performed on campus. The College of Charleston offers nearly 200 online courses, many of which are in career fields such as accounting and finance, business, computer applications, health care and medical, as well as teaching and education. These online courses are designed to help students prepare or work towards a degree, enhance current skills, advance in careers,
or simply for personal enrichment. The envy of restaurants, hotels, plantations and beaches makes Charleston one of the best tourist destinations in the U.S. As a result, the tourism industry employs more than 35,000 inhabitants. Manufacturing is also the leading industry in the city, with major manufacturers downing aircraft and military vehicles and employing nearly 7,000
residents. Education and health care are also major industries, with a host of colleges, school boards and hospitals operating thousands across the city. The largest professions in Charleston for 2013 included a practitioner of health care and technical, trade, manufacturing and education. More than 38,000 total leisure and hospitality jobs illustrate the importance of tourism to
charleston's economy. About 46,000 workers were employed for the position and administrative support, making it the highest profession in the city. In contrast, workers in the field of arts and entertainment, as well as physical and social sciences, held the fewest jobs. Charleston Charleston's largest employers military bases, hospitals and universities that provide more than
40,000 jobs. Below is a list of the ten largest public and private employers in Charleston: Employer Workers Joint Base Charleston 22,000 South Carolina Medical University 13,000 Boeing South Carolina 6000 Charleston County School District 5300 Roper St. Francis Health 5,100 Berkeley County School District 3,700 Dorchester County School District II 3100 JEM Restaurant
Group Inc. 3000 Trident Health System 2500 Walmart Inc. 2300 Dan Schuessler College tuition size type Trident Technical College 22883 $3894 Public College SIZE I met Greg at Ryerson University bookstore in Toronto during my first week of school. We were both anxious first-year fashion students collecting art objects. He and I spotted each other holding matching bags filled
with goose paints and plastic rulers, and we started chatting. I was immediately attracted to Greg's warm behaviour and slight laughter. Later that day, he saw me walking alone on campus. Can I walk with you? He asked, pushing his vintage red cruiser to match my slow crawl. We sat next to each other in our first class, seating that stuck for the next four years. But experts say
some of these changes are here to stay even as the pandemic is over and the vaccine becomes available. This begs the question: What will campus life look like in five years? And will college and university culture ever be the same? Regardless of the pandemic, post-secondary education really needs to be much different - and better - than it was, says Charles Pascal, a
professor of human development and applied psychology at the Ontario Institute for Educational Research at the University of Toronto. Pascal, who specializes in policy development in education, points to distance learning. Many institutions have slowly adapted to technology and implemented tools that support high-quality, distance education, he says. Many schools are stuck in
old ways of doing things, and investing money in brick-and-mortar spaces instead of virtual ones - though online advances will make learning more accessible to many. This problem has been laid bare by the pandemic, says Nick Stein, chief marketing officer of Canadian education software company Top Hat. The early days of school closures showed educators that you can't just
transfer the lesson personally online; you need to deliver materials in an efficient, attractive way. Stein says technology platforms, which include chat features and the ability to participate in live-class discussions, can help better replicate the experience of being in the classroom. This is especially important when learning remains the same. If institutions are unable to offer quality
course offers, they risk losing students. Thanks to the Internet and cultural in which we are, students know that they have access to educational tools online - many of which are free or low cost. Pandemic and further the recession has made people really consider how they want to spend their money and which industry will give them greater stability for their future. In the five years
that we're likely to see more students really question the overall academic experience that the university delivers to them, whether through learning materials or through technology both personally and not personally, says Stein. They want to leave saying: I got fair value for my investments. This task may be easier for more financially secure schools. Scott Galloway, a tech
entrepreneur and renowned marketing professor at New York University, told New York Magazine that the post-pandemic future is likely to involve partnerships between the largest tech companies and elite institutions like Harvard and Facebook. One way Pascal thinks post-middle institutions can stay relevant is to tap into this generation's desire to make real-word changes by
overhauling the way programs are run. Rather than focusing on isolated subjects such as physics, for example, he says programs should cover addressing social, economic and environmental problems such as climate change. We need to stop teaching one subject at a time, he explains. Instead, students should study the disciplines needed to address these issues. Even when
it's safe to return to campus, both Stein and Pascal say more virtual courses will be the norm, and some programs can be delivered entirely online. Others will offer a hybrid approach. This means that students can complete 70% of the course practically, for example, and 30% in person, depending on the program. Laboratory work or courses that require practical training will be
harder to do outside the classroom, though some schools are already finding workarounds, bringing labs to students. Switching to more digital and off-campus offerings could also mean fewer students decide to move from home for their university or college years. Others may take a gap year. McLean's 2018 report found that home-based students spend about $9,300 a year,
while those leaving for school spend about $20,000. If students can save money and time by living and studying at home, they can graduate with less debt, which can help equalize education opportunities. But there will still be a demand for experience to go to school, says Margaret Sally, associate professor of educational leadership and politics at the university's Buffalo Graduate
School of Education. The big reason why institutions have been able to charge high tuition fees is because schools don't just sell education, they sell experiences. This is especially important when it comes to international enrollment, since studying at Canadian universities can cost more than $20,000 for international students. Sally says many students expect to be postgraduate
life will include living in halls of residence, attending sporting events and joining In other words, many pay as much for a degree or diploma as they do for keggers and late-night study groups. And because living fees generate income for institutions, losing them entirely would be a significant financial blow, says Sally. Stein agrees. Being on campus, surrounded by people and
ideas, are supporting elements that make the university experience what it is, and that's a big part of the value, he says. In fact, social interaction is one of the things students care most about during the pandemic. In a Top Hat survey published in May, 85% of students said they missed face-to-face interactions with faculty, while 86% said they missed out on communicating with
other students. What's more, nearly seven in 10 said they no longer have regular access to their classmates. Students also reported a lack of access to things like training spaces on campus, fitness rooms and student counseling. We could see the bifuration of institutions; some will be peeping the traditional age of students who want a place based on experience - complete with
face-to-face courses - while others may move on to more remote learning, says Sally. Nafissa Ismail, an associate professor of psychology at the University of Ottawa, says that in order for students to succeed in an updated learning environment, their academic, emotional and social needs need to be met. If they feel disconnected from their professors or peers, their motivations
can go down and scores suffer. When we see them lose interest, then we have to adjust our learning style to regain that interest, she says. Humans are a social species; when this social contact is unavailable or decreased in quality, we see the consequences for mental health . If I had started university this fall, I think my first week was happening something like this: I would have
ordered my art supplies online (Ryerson's physical bookstore temporarily closed) if they had been sent to my mom's house in the suburbs, avidly enter my first virtual lecture, and perhaps notice Greg's name in the corner of my screen. If we had our cameras, I'd like to think we'd still become friends. In the end, his smile is contagion. All.
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